
HIGHLIGHTS
ERGONOMIC AND RELIABLE

The Datalogic Skorpio™ is a
rugged mobile computer
particularly suitable for mobile
commerce solutions in the retail
environment both on store
shelves and in the stock room.
Thanks to one of the best
ergonomics ever seen on the
market, Datalogic Skorpio™
reduces operator fatigue with no
compromise in terms of reliability
and robustness,  resisting harsh
environments, multiple drops,
strong shocks and repetitive
tumbles.

  WIRELESS COMMUNICATION
Its wireless communication
capabilities (Bluetooth®, Wi-Fi®
transactions and complete
interaction with information
systems including the newest
RF security protocols Moreover,
Cisco Compatible Version 4
permits all the advantages
offered by the Cisco WLAN
infrastructure to be exploited.

 “GREEN SPOT” FEEDBACK
The Datalogic Skorpio™ offers
the  unique feature of integrated
data capture technology
combined with “green spot”
feedback (Datalogic  green dot
directly on the code, where the
operator usually tends to be
looking.

�USER-FRIENDLY
The Datalogic Skorpio™ large
high visibility color graphic
display with touch screen helps
users work more “alpha &
numeric” keypad allows
data, codes and descriptions to
be  input very quickly.
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FEATURES

� High performance laser with
"Green Spot" technology

� Ergonomically designed with light
weight for ease of use

� Microsoft WindowsCE 5.0

� WiFi, Bluetooth  wireless
communications options

� Rugged and Durable - 5 foot
drop to concrete

� IP64 sealed against dust and
liquid

� Easy-to-Read Quarter VGA color
touchscreen

APPLICATIONS

� Inventory, to include receiving,
put away, move and pack-to-ship

� Mobile Kiosk and Order Entry

� Price Check and Customer
Check-Out

� Assisted Sales

� Line Busting

http://www.carolinabarcode.com


For more information and software downloads see: www.mobile.datalogic.com/skorpio

DATALOGIC MOBILE

Multiple Battery Charger

Single and Multiple Cradles

Functional Case

Please refer to user manual available at www.carolinabarcode.com
for information on product use limitation.
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